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Roman architecture of the períod.between Míchelangelo
and Borrominí' did not enjoy such favour among historians
last century as did the periods that preceded and followed
it the architecture of the 'supreme Renaissance' and
the 'Baroque'. For this very reason we must welcome
the fact that last year two publications appeared, which
significantly supplement and perhaps alter the view of this
architecture. Both are devoted to the work of Ottaviano
Mascarino, one of the leading figures of Roman architecture in the last quarter of the r6th century.
The collection of studies entitled Mascariniana

covers a broad range of themes. The focus ís evidently
on the realised buildings of Ottaviano Mascarino, although there are also texts devoted to his unexecuted
studies. The editor of the collection pays attentíon ín
the introductory text to Mascarino's beginnings. Linked
to this artícle is the contribution from Angela Ghirardi,
who investigates portraits of Mascarino's important
patron, Pope Gregory XIII from the Bolognese family of
Boncompagni, and the people surrounding him. Maurizio
Ricci further pays attention to Mascarino's sacred
archítecture: the Bandini Chapel of the Church of San
Silvestro, which was linked to Raphael,s Chigi Chapel ín
the Church of Santa Maria del Popolo. Together with Yuri
Strozzieri Ricci also investigated the octagonal church of
Santa Maria delle Carceri in Camerino, which Mascarino
built in the years r58o-1582 for Bishop Girolamo Bovio,

also originally ťrom Bologna. There ís particular emphasís
on the ídeal architectures as depícted by Central Italian
painting of the r6th century. Augusto Roca de Amicis
deals in this collectíon with Mascarino's unrealised studies for the Church of St Peter in Rome. The field of sacred
architecture is also the subject of Fulvia Scaduto's article
devoted to the monumental complex of the Cathedral in

Monreale.
The collection also íncludes texts devoted to
Mascarinďs secular architecture and his urban planning. Augusto Roca de Amicís writes on the theme of
Mascarínďs admírable project for the Villa Mattei by
the famous crossroads of the Four Fountains, in an
important part of Rome that was developíng at that time.
Flavia Colonna then describes, in a very interesting
contríbution, Mascarino's intervention in the structure
of Manziana, a tiny town on Lago Bracciano. One
cannot but admire Mascarino's geometrically clear and
simultaneously sensitive plan relating to the regulation
of the town with regard to the surrounding countryside.
Yuri Strozzieri devoted attention to Mascarino's work
for the Petrignani famíly, for whom he built palaces in
Rome and in Amelia. In the epilogue to the entire volume
Maurizio Ricci then concentrates on Mascarino's input
into the structure of Borgo, an important part of the cíty
between the Vatican and the Tiber. where the architect
himself lived.
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There is no doubt that Mascaríno based his work
on great examples. This does not mean, however, that he
was not a creative architect. On the contrarv, his work is
marked by highly demanding typologíca1 hýbrídisatÍon,
the skilful combination of adopted elements into new,

formally uniform wholes and an emphasis on the significance of what were then relatívely new elements, such as
a spiral staircase wíth an oval ground plan.
There is nothing to criticise in this book, perhaps

only that it makes considerable demands on the reader
as far as concerns previous knowledge of the theme,
which is, however, the case in practically all texts written
in ltalian in the field of the history of archítecture.
One cannot fail to remark that, as opposed to some not
too consistent collections claiming to be a collective
monograph, the reviewed publication is a true research
monograph dedicated to the person of an important architect, which advances our knowledge in a fundamental
manner. One can therefore only regret that the format of
a collection díd make itself felt in the suppression of some
synthetic themes such as, for instance, the relationship of
Mascaríno's archítecture to church reform, once referred
to by Klaus Schwager.'
A very important supplement to the Mascaríno
coilection, thereťore, is a publication devoted to one
síngle theme
- Mascarino,s ova1 spindle-free staircase
suppor'ted br. a paÍr of Doric columns in the Papal Palace
at Quirinal, todav the resldence of the president of
the Italian Republic. This spindle-free spiral staircase
undoubredlv represenrs one of the kev themes of
the archítecture cí the róth and t7th centuries, resolved
for the first time bv Bramante in the Vatican Belvedere.
Arnaldo Bruschi has already described the fundamental
effect of this element of construction
- the elementary
tension between the static cylinder of the shell and
the seemingly endless movement oť the helix inserted
within it.'Bramante designed a staircase carried by pillars, which he projected in different parts of the staircase
as Doric, Ionic and Corinthian. His followers contínued
with this idea. Probably the most influential of these
was Giacomo da Vignoia, who designed for the palazzo
Farnese (sometimes also impreciselv called the Villa
Farnese) in Caprarola a staiicase carried by double
Doric columns for its entíre height. Both Bramante,s and
Vígnolďs staircases were, however, buílt on a circular
ground plan. Mascarino,s staircase differs from theírs in
its oval shape.
The editor and author of the introductory text was
again Maurizio Ricci, who in his contribution follows
in detaíl the development of the villa and Mascarino's
individual projects. Pope Gregory XIII already in1573
wanted to reconstruct the Quirinal villa Carafa-d'Este as
a new residence, but the work díd not get started until
r583. Here Mascarino creatively transformed the typology
of the villa with forward-iutting wings or risalits, a loggia
and a spíral staircase. Ricci follows in detail the evolution
of Mascarino's building projects on an oval floor plan.
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His text also includes an exact proportional analysís
of the column structure of the Quírinal staircase on

the basis of Mascarino's preserved cross-section. This

proportíonality follows, with almost complete fidelíty,
Vignola's treatise Regoladelli cinque ordini. Mascarino
did, however, omit the typical trait of the Doric structure - the alternation of the triglyphs and metopes in
the fríeze. It is just this apparently illogical solution tha:
strongly íncreases the effect of the ascending curve of
the architrave and the moulding, thus givinf the stairca::

unwonted dynamism.
Leonardo Pariso deals first and foremost with
the geometrical analysís of the staircase. He started off
from a comparison of the well-known Serlío constructior.:
of ovals with the precise measuťement of the existing
building. On the basis of laser scanning (the Leica
HDS6ooo 3D scanner was used) and photogrammetric
measurement he created an exact model of the staírcase'
enablíng knowledge of its spatíal course and proportiona.
design better than ever before. This surgical work leads
him to all the geometrical finesse and difficultíes of an
apparently símple theme and helps the understanding of
Mascarino's quíte concrete creative work.
In the third article of the book Augusto Roca de
Amicis handles with great erudition the typologícal
prerequisítes of'Mascarino,s project. Already the very
arrangement of the entrance to the staircase gave a grea:
sense of scenic impact. Inspiration from Sangallo's
solution for the entrance to the staircase in the palazzo
Farnese, together with the situation of the main axis oť
the ovaj staircase in line wíth the longitudinal axis of
the loggia, leads the viewer into the insíde of a gradualil.
recognised construction. Mascaríno's architecture
can thus be described as the architecture ofwell
thought-out perspectíve aperture sequences. The author
traces the development of the theme further in other
examples of the same type, such as the practically
unknown staircase in the Villa Aldobrandíni in Frascati.
the staircase in the Palazzo Borghese (Flaminio ponzio,
círca 16o8) in Rome, the staircase in the Roman house oí
Bartolomeo Pelícci by the Teatro Pace (onorio Longhi,
1615), the celebrated Borromini staircase in the palazzo
Barberini and the staircase in the Palazzo Cenci ín Rome
(after 1679), and describes their indivídual variatíons,
such as the possibility of replacing the classical columns

of the supporting pillars.
It is, of course, possible to consider whether
Mascarino Was not inspired by ťurther other buildings i:
the creation oť the strong impact of the entrance, and es'
pecially whether he did not start out more narrowly fror:the work of his great teacher Vignola. It is true that in
Vignolďs already mentioned Pa|azzo Farnese in Capraroi:
it is surprising how small ís the impact of the entrance
to the famous monumental spiral staírcase (.Scala regia'i
on a circular ground plan from the Sala delle guardie.
It seems, however, that Vignola preferred completeiy
different entrances to this staircase. For purelv practical
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reasons he created a comfortable entrance at the level
of the basement, where the carriages arrived. He then
gave maximum exposure not to the entrance to the Sala
d,Ercole, but to the círcular gallery, where the access
to the staircase ís situated on the axis of the interval
between the pillars of the gallery.r This evidently corresponded on the one hand to the aesthetic concept, seekíng
to achieve the greatest possíble homogeneity oť the entire
proiect, on the other hand to the effort to structure
the rooms on this floor into several dífferent units with
a total of seven main and three secondary entťances.
This publication also touches significantly on
the Czech environment. Augusto Roca de Amicis in hís
article throws doubt upon the opinion stated earlier
that the author of the no longer existing oval staírcase
in the Mathematical Tower of the cross wing of Rudolf's
Palace in Prague Castle was Bernardo Buontalentí.4 Apart
from Giovanni Maria Filippi, who came from Rome to

Prague in 16oz, a possible author for consíderation was
also Vincenzo Scamozzi, whích would correspond to
the erstwhíle consideration of Jarmíla Krčálová.s
In thís connection one must also mention another
idea, referred to for decades in Czech literature, that
Mascarino was allegedly the author of the project
for the oval Italian Chapel in Prague.6 It must be said
that the oval ground plan really does occur in many
of Mascarinďs projects. But an oval ground plan in
ítself cannot, oť course, be understood as something
on the lines of Mascarino's signature. The syntax of
the chapel definitely has nothing in common wíth
Mascarino. Its thermal windows do not appear exclusit elrin Mascaríno's work and are not even restricted soielr.
to Roman archítecture.z In the second half of the 16.
century we find them in the buildings of Galeazzo A1essi.
especially in his churches of San Barnaba ín fIilan and
Santa Maria di Carignano in Genoa (from r.552).iThermai
windows were also designed for his sacred bui1díngs b'v
Andrea Palladio who, as is well known, also published
these designs. Thermal windows also appear in ůe drarr..
ing/cross-section ofthe Church of San Sebastiano on
the Corso di Porta Ticinese in Miian (1578-r586, Pellegrino
Tíbaldíor Gíuseppe Meda), the situation of rvhich on
a busy street in Milan is reminiscent of the Prague
chapel.e
In this connection the question thus arises of
whether the author of the Italian Chapel project might
not have been Giovanni Battista Aleotti, who slightlv later
desígned, on an oval ground plan, not only the Church of
San Carlo in Ferrara $6ry-:rr4) but also the Church della
Celletta near Argenta, built from 16o7 and practically destroyed at the end of the Second World War.'o With regard
to the fact that oval churches appeared in Aleotti's work
relatively late, ít might be possible to consider whether
of project of the Italian Chapel could have been an early
attempt oť his.
For the older literature Mascarino was, in
,unbefangenund
comparison wíth Peruzzi and Vignola,
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unschópferisch,." His staircase is certainly unimagínable
without Vignolďs staircase in Caprarola.'" In the same
Way We might say, however, that Vignolďs staircase

wíth the double píllars ís unimaginable without

Bramante's staircase for the Vatican Belvedere. And
the same applies to Borromini's oval staircase in
the Palazzo Barberini, which would be unthinkable
wíthout Bramante, Vignola and Mascarino' In spite
of thís, it has not yet occurred to anyone to explain
this as meaning that Borromini was not creative. Even
Bramante Was not, ín any case, there from the very
start; his realised staircase in the Vatican Belvedere was
preceded by Leonardo's studies in drawings.'3 Leonardo
too, of course, started out from the centuries-old
tradítíon of medieval spiral staircases. In this respect
it is ínteresting that, right at the beginning of the l6th
century, Benedikt Ried buílt in Prague Castle a spindlefree staircase describing a helíx around an empty space
encircled by subtle pillars.'+
Mascarino's work thus forces us once again to
consider the dialectíc relationship between regola and
innovazione in the architecture ofthe r6th century. It ís
clear that even apparently neglígible changes can lead to
the transťormation of, if not the system, then at the very
least one single type, and these cannot be ignored, nor
can their author be deemed not to be creative. Such
an evaluatíon is onl1r the projection of ůe absoiutism
of the romantic vierr. of genius in creatíon from
previous cenruries. The rer-ierved publication described
Mascarino s ccntribution to the history of architecture
as being cf rhe hi-:hest professional standard and it
theret..re merirs ..ur appreciation.
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Romanti cký řádJiřího Jana Buquoye
Praha, Arteťactum 2015, z96 s., bar. obr., jmenný

K tématům,která dnes po letech opomíienípřed rokem
r989 zaslouženě vzbuzují velkou pozornost českých
badatelů, bezpochyby patří i r9. století, život zdejšíšlechty
včetně jeho každodennosti, kulturní a společenskédění
v ČeskémkráIovství. Tato témata pak úzce souviseií
i s uměleckou produkcí dané epochy. Přestože se všechny
výše uvedené oblasti těšínemalému záimu, jejich propojení v odborných či populárně naučných textech je spíše
výjimečné.
Recenzovaná kniha je jedním z nemnohých děl,
v kterých se prolíná historiografie a dějepis umění
a v nichž se píšeo uměleckém dění a vízuáInítvorbě
19. století ve vztahu k urozenému rodu' V pozadíVzniku
této publikace stojí nalezení, respektíve znovuobjevení
kolekce archiváIíí buquoyské proveníence v Ústavu dějin
umění Akademie věd Českérepubliky, pětíIetý proiekt
NAKI o bnova buquoy ské kulturní kr ajiny i dalšípublikační,
výstavní a výzkumná činnost řešitelského týmu.

reistřík

Ústřední postavou recenzované publikace je hrabé
Jiří Jan Buquoy (r8r4.r88z), šlechtic, který pocházel z roc-'
soustavně podporujícího umění. jiří Jan měl mimořádný
vztah k vizuálnímu umění, byl významně ovlivněn idea.
mi romantického hístorismu' okouzlen Slavnou minulos:'
své rodiny a po celý život navazoval na uměle cké zájmy
svých předků. A právě jeho aktivity v umělecké oblasti,
lépe řečeno kulturní, prezentuie kniha prostřednictvím
pěti Studií'
Celou publikaci příspěvkem Tereziino údolí
a romantické vize Jiřího Jana Buquoye (s. ra_65) otevírá
Martin Krummholz. Ten se zde nejdříve zaměřil na
krajinářské úpravy na panstvích Nové Hrady a Červený
Hrádek. Největší prostor věnoval Tereziinu údolí:dotkl
se jeho vzniku, hledal jeho vzory a sledoval jeho proměn1.
zejména na sklonku 18' a v první polovíně r9. století.
Podařílo se mu tak odkrýt tajemství tohoto krajínářskéhc
útvaru (osudy zdejšívesničky hameau) a upozornit na
-

